1. Meeting was called to order at 7:08
   Sam, Ed, and Bob excused
2. March minutes approved – Ron, Alice – unanimous
3. A. Diane got mail from NYS stating how they are going to remove invasive species at Buckhorn Is. State Park. Included a map of nesting birds. Last year they cut down some trees but didn’t re-plant. Other discussion took place on subject.
   B. There are 3 solar projects on PB agenda. Need someone to attend. Ron and Alice volunteered.
   C. Sue will attend LRPC meeting.
4. Ray had nothing to report from the Town.
5. A. Spots for trees at Town Hall are marked but it’s too wet to dig the holes and to bring the trees to the spots. Hwy will coordinate for the future when weather cooperates. Gillian has 150 saplings to hand out. Suggestion of having a Tree Steward training in the fall to show volunteers how to care for trees.
   B. iMapInvasives Species Training will take place at the Library May 6 from 10 – 3. 3 sessions. No need to attend all 3. We will provide coffee and water. Flyers are posted and more will be distributed.
   C. Ron will be attending an Erie County Water Quality Committee meeting. The issue of water quality has been discussed. They are enthused and maybe will guide us going forward with the problem of septic systems affecting water quality. We are looking at putting an insert in the water bills for those who are on septic systems.
D. We are starting to focus on the planning process. Questions Jeff sent out was a great first start for discussion. Next Step? Extensive discussion about process. CAB needs to be able to make recommendations to TB. Possibly PB will put a condition on approvals to wait for the CAB recommendation.

6. A. Education for pollinators is a good idea for future months.

B. Suggestion that only 1 subject should be discussed individually and thoroughly, hopefully with a plan to move forward, at each meeting. Planning process was discussed tonight and seems to be finalized.

Meeting was adjourned at 8:57 – Alice, Paul – unanimous.